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The first young-of-the-year Pacific mack~rel was taken in a catch from 
San Clemente Island. 
City of Hntsonville - Santa Cruz COtlr..ty: On January 3, a break in a 
s.ludge line at the city sewage treatment plar~t occ\lrred, flooding the influent 
pUJ:r.p I'lotors "lith sludge., During tbe repair peri.od, an estimated 13 mLlliGn 
gallons of chlorinated raw smolage vIas by-passed into the Pajaro River causing 
a fish kill of steelhead, flounders, a:-.<1 various other species, 
A Pismo clam census at Morro Bay and Pismo :Re.ach vms completed. 
Commercial fishing license sales, boat registrations, and partyboat licenses 
are all higher than last years total: 
Prelin:inary 
1970-71 1971-72 
Conuuercial. license 8,969 9,766 
Commerc:Lal boat registrati.on 4,337 if ,881 
Sport fishing partyboat license 457 47fl 
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T. WILDLIFE P~OTECTION 
A.	 Canneries: Anchovy landings were light this period, schools were 
small allJ scattered. Mackerel fishing has been very !jood for the 
first time in several years along the Or~nge County coast. Loads 
up to 90 tons have been taken. 
The first landing of yello\07fin tuna since the new season which 
opened January 1, is being unloaded this date, 1/28/72. This "laS 
a 650 t0r't load. There are also several sElall bait boats waiting 
to unload yellowfin tuna. 
B.	 Harket F:tsh: Market fish landings were light this period. Most 
crab fislJermen have given up from San Francisco north; the quality 
is dm,"'I.1 emd legal size crabs are not available in large numbers. 
Black cod and rockfish were the principal catch in northern 
Califorllln. Some sea bass fr.om Hexico Here landed in southern 
California. Strong ,,]inds and heavy seas curtailed mu eh of the 
fishing activity during this period. 
C.	 Sportfish; Wj_nd and heavy seas curtailed sport fishing in most of 
the State. Southern CalifomiD landings were light; bonito, perch 
and em'! cod made up the bulk of fin fish. 
Hinus ticles hrough t out large numbers of cJ.alll and ab:::.lone fisher-­
men. Hovievcr, bad Heather in the Pismo area curtailed the take of 
Pismo clams and abalone.. \.;hile more effort \-;as expended in taking 
horsenec.k and Washington clams in the lagoons. 
D.	 Heathe.r: iHnd and heavy seas in the north and rain in the Santa 
Barbar~ a)~ea caused much damage. Southern California was fogged 
in for some time. 
E.	 Lm·i Enforcement: Heavy patrols of clam and abalone ?TeaS ,-jere ll18in·­
tained . dlle-"-;co-minus tides. Regions 3 and 4 again assisteel by the 
Narine ai1~craft ,·/eye quite helpful in the apprehensio:l of violators 
in the Pismo-Norro Bay area. 
There is a problem of abalone and striped bass being sold in China­
town in San Francisco. 
Patrol boats in southern California have be-en successful in appre­
hending lobster poachers. 
F.	 Pollutio~: A sewage dump of 13,000,000 gallons was made into the 
Pajaro Eiv12J~ at W" tsonville, killing many fish. 
The colifonl count along several miles of clam beaches reached an 
all timr= l1if;h 
In souUlcrn California, there were seven oi.l spills by merchant ves­
~cls. total:Lng forty lJiwrels. Five Navy spjlls viitb ten barre-If:: :lad 
eleven spills by industry totaling one bundl:c.d and c.igllte.en barrels 
were deposited into Ule waters of the State. 
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2. BOTTOl-JFI.SH 
A. Fishery 
Flatfish: Stormy vleather during the latter part of the month cur­
tail':'dt-rmvling in northern California ~,rhile in central California 
tra".>lers fished during most of the month. 
Good petrale catches were made from J80-200 fathoms off Trinidad 
Head, Point D21gada, Point Arena, and Point Montora and from 100 
fathoms off PoiDt Sur. 
Dover sale were caught in quantity from L100-500 fathoms off Eureka 
D.urJ from 250··..3~\O f<.:thoms off Point MO:1tara. 
English sale landings were low at all ports. 
Roundf:lsh: Channel rockfish and sablefish comprised the bulk of the 
rou"nalish- landings at Eureka and San Francisco. Rockfish landings 
at other ports were generally light. 
A Soviet travller was reported operating off Point Montara in cen­
tral California. 
B. Research 
Flatfish: December trawl logs were coded for processing by Bio­
statistic:s. Sampling of the landings 'vas accompli.shed at major 
ports. 
Aging of 686 young Dover sale for age and growth studies was com­
pleted and aging continued on the backlog of structures from market 
samples. 
During the month only two tagged flatfish \vere recaptured, a re­
flection of the redticed fishery. A Dover sale released in 1970 off 
Eureka al1.d a petrale tagged off Fort Bragg were returned; both vlere 
caught near release areas. 
The systems analysis of the program v"as i:esumed. Program objec­
tives vere reviewed and organized. 
Roundfish: Analysis continued on data obtained during 1971 longline 
---~_._-
cruises. 
T,,,o dogfish s1:ark, tagged by the University of Washington and the 
Washington Depcct"tment of Fishel:ies in Puget Sound, HerE' caught by 
tra",lers betHec::n TrirLidad He-fid and Crescent City. 
An 'n~leJ: f.ish, CC.1"'at-ias hotbolli.. WcJS CCJuf~;ht f'Lo;u 160-200 fathoms 
off Redding R.ock by the tra\Jler !lineo 'p~"':_oth':::E~. Ttlis is the second 
recorded f:l:O;U CallfOJ:nia \'3ter8. 
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3. SHELLFISH 
A. Fishery· 
Crab: Central California landings totaled approximately 171,000 
pounds through December which is 300,000 pounds less than were 
landed during the same period last season. Price to the fishermen 
remained at 47¢ per pound through December. Only five boats are 
currently fishing out of San Francisco. The rest of the boats which 
were in the crab fishery at the start of the season have switched 
to other fisheries because of the poor crab catches. 
Landings for northel~ California ports from Fort Bragg to Crescent 
City totaled approximately 2 million pounds through January 15. 
Only about 100,000 pounds were landed during the first two weeks 
of January, as most of the larger vessels went north to Astoria 
or Westport, and many of the smaller boats brought in their gear 
due to poor fishing and rough weather. Price to the fishexwen 
jumped to 45¢ per pound on January 6. 
Shrimp: Ocean shrimp season closed. The bay shrimp fishermen are 
expending most of their effort off China Camp in San Pablo Bay. 
Good catches are coming from that area. 
Oysters: At Eureka, Coast Oyster Company reports oyster condition 
is improving and about 1,500 gallons of oysters per week are being 
opened. 
Eureka Oyster Fanns is producing about 600 gallons per week; the. 
oyster condition is down from normal, and the market is 10-15 
percent down for this time of year. 
Oyster companies at Drakes Estero, Tomales Bay and Morro Bay are 
reporting reduced sales because of lack of oysters.. SunUller mor­
tality at Drakes Estero and insufficient seed plantinGS two and 
three years ago at Tomales Bay and Morro Bay are the principal 
causes. 
B. Research 
frab: Trap sampling from commercial fishing boats continued in the 
central California area. During December the sc~pled catch was com­
prised of 7 percent females, 56 percent sub-legal males and 37 per­
cent legal males. The average legal crab c.atch was 1. 7 crabs pe.r 
trap \o7i th an aver2.ge size of 165 mm. These figures "Then compm:ed 
to the 5.7 legal crabs per trap Hith an average size of 179 lGm 
sampled during December of last year illustrates the poor fishing 
this season. 
The gro\!th studies conducted at Point Malate near Richmond con­
tinued. The average size of the 1971 year class cx-abs incJ:eased 
from 88 rIlm in DeC(-:Dlber to 100 mm in January. 
Northern California market samples and fishermen intervie"m are be­
coming increasingly difficult to ohtain as the fisher.y continues to 
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drop off steadily. Crabs me<Hmred fOl' length frequency at Eureka 
and Crescent City averaged 1.8 pounds apiece at both ports. 
Shrimp: At Eureka, the 1971 Annual Shrimp Report has been com-­
pleted and an analysis of market sampling data is in progress. 
At Henlo Park, a sa.mple of spot prawns from Monterey was sexed, 
measured and weighed. Sex composi tion ~'Jas 63 percent males, 22 
percent transitionals and 15 percent females. Average heads-on 
coun t per pound "13S 12.4. 
Oysters: Observations of experimental Pacific oysters in Drakes 
Esteroduring Jcull·,ary revealed 61 percent mortality. These,oysters, 
which 'lere planted from seed during April 1970, had shown. good sur­
vival and gro,,,th prior to August 1971 "lhen the mortality started. 
Cl~ms: At Eureka, one razor clam tide m.1S monitored for catch and 
effort data, and in the hope of obtaining size measurements o~ 
clams taken. However, none of the six diggers interviewed had 
any success whatsoever. Surf conditions have been something less 
than optimal during most of the month. 
4. Yu\RINE CULTURE LABORATORY (Bartlett Proje.ct M64R) 
One of the dual s'lbmersible intake pumpi:~ malfunctioned during the 
latter part of December. The pump was pulled on December 27 and 
a replacement pump Has installed on December 30. 
Examination of the malfunctioning pump disclosed that one impeller 
had CO!J1e loose on the pump shaft, and that the impellers were gener­
ally Horn due to a~gregate rocl~ that had leeched into the impeller 
housing, and to electrolysis. 
Spot pra~·ms began hatching on January 6. Research on salinity 
tolerance, forage preference, e.nd molting fJ~equency and growth of 
early larval stages was initiated. The salinity study was neces­
sary to f11li.n "gapsll not completed last year. 
Market crab zoeae began hatching on January 14. T\,JC) mass culture 
systems employing different types of \-Jater exchange and circula.tion 
,,,ere set tip in our efforts to nw.ss cultlL('C the zoeae. 
We also introduced a single celled algae along Hith brine shrimp 
nauplii into one system to se.:: if the algae could be assimilated 
a.nd provide an additional food. sourC(~ for early zo('.nl. stages. 
Red abalone juvcl::iles are continuing to grOl-7 in several laboratory 
reservoirs 8.n<'. should de\'8lop t.hcir first J:espi.rato~·y pore by 
early February. 
The brine shrimp culture system "TetS reactiva.ted to provide forage 
for prav'll r'D.d c.r<l;) larvae on a daily basis. 
Two groups of students visited the la"bQ)_'Al"ory durii1g the month. 
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5. OYSTER DISEASE AND i'10RTALITY STUDY (NI1FS Contract) 
Routine observations ~,Tere made in all areas during January. Losses 
aUlong commercial aDd experimental stoeb; of Pacific oysters ~"ere 
negligible. Adult l' aeific oysters from Fashington State ~'Jere ex­
amined histologically before being imported as spmming stock by 
Pacific Mariculture> Inc. Samples of juvenile oysters from Pacific 
Hariculture were c):cmined and ce.rtified disease free. These oysters 
~.;rere destined for 8. number of locations throushout the world. 
The routine processing and e~amination of tissue continues. 
6. ABALONE 
Burge spent one day in'Sacramento meeting with Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company and the Department of Water Resources :.egarding 
the Diablo Canyon Desalter report. Additionally, one day was spent 
in Long Beach with the Abalonc.; Ad Hoc Connl1.ittee. 
Project personnel spent four days in Long Beac.h attending meetings 
and assisting the Sportfi.sh-Kelp Habi.tat Project transplant 
MacY'ocys -tis for tvJO days. 
Assistance "JaS also given to the annual clam census survey • 
7. SEA OTTER • 
During the aerial census of sea otters conducted on January 4 and 
5, a total of l, 060 sea otte·n; were counted hetHeen Santa Cruz and 
Point Estero. This il;, the highest count achieved to date, and is 
about 2 percent higher than the previous hie1: count of 1 >040 sea 
otters macte in Hay 1970. This high cou:,t is most likely the re­
sult of favorable censusing conditions occurring tbrotlf,hout much 
of the flight and it may reflect an incre3.se in California's sea 
otter population.. The actual population is e.stimated to be in 
excess of 1,200 sea otters. Only one sea otter WaS observed j_u 
kelp bcods off San La Cr.uz during this survey, ~·;hile 8S many as 
.three auirncls \'7ere observed i'1 that area during the April 1971 
census. 
Three <:lclc;itional sea otter censuses ~"ert. conducted in the vicinity 
of the Mon terey reninsula during JcU1uary. These surveys ,,,ere made 
from 10th shore and boat in all effort to de'velop methods for a 
pup census to be conduc.ted from Seaside to Point Estero in 
February or March. 
Conside:cable time \<las spent in preparation of aUillinist1:ative and 
other reports. A draft of the flight recpG::t for the J 2nmtry 1972. 
sea ottr:T cen.sus hp.~~ been subm.:i..tt:etl. A n::pol~t of tln:ce. years' 
activities of the s~a otter project~ submitted for editing in 
Septemi)er 1971~ ~\la.G retu:r:ned 011 January 1/; .. Editori ell sllgges tion~3 
are being incorporated into this report. 
Five days were spent by project personn.el on boat and trailer 
malntc11.3.nc\:.' during tllE:'. month. 
---
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8. PELAGIC FISH 
A. Fishery 
Landings in tons January January 1-31, 1972 
10 yr.mean 
Species 1972* 1971 1972* 1971 1961~1970 
Anchovy 11,066 17,140 2,897 
Hackerel~ jack 2,755 1,289 1,905 
Mackerel, Pacific 0 1 465 
Sardines 0 3 279 
Squid 0 _ 2.,772 1,013 
Total 13,821 21,205 6,559 
*Estimated. Accumulated landings are revised monthly. 
B. Fishery Research Monitoring 
Anchovy: 1m anchovy price dispute. "laS settled early this month, 
when fishermen agreed to accept $19.50 per ton for their catch. Due 
to local water quaIi ty problemr;;, the callnE'-r.ies imposed daily landing 
limits on the fleet. 1~is action has effectively kept landings at 
a lo,.;er lev8l. Catch localities covered a \·lide a'rea from the San 
Pedro Channel nearly to Ventura. 
Jade Mackerel: During the first 2 Heeks, the fleet had good success 
off San Clemente Island. Host of the fleet ended the f'lonth fishing 
along the coast as far south as San Clemente:. 
Pacific Mackerel: No landings were reported this month. 
Sard~~~: No landings were reported this month. 
Squi.d: No landings Here reported this month. 
C. Biological Studies 
Jack Ha.c:k0.rel Taggi~~t£. Pr08.!"am: Seventeen ,-agged jack mackerel "rere 
recovered this month ",lith seven of this 111.u:l1ler having beeLl returned 
from Santa Barbara Island for the fi.rst tint~. All sevcn had been 
released about 3 months ago off Santa Catalina If31and. Tuo more 
Santa Catalina tags had a probc'blc recovery' location of S2_n 
Clemente Island. The remaining 'returns shm·:cd litt.le or no move­
ment. Only one tagg:inz operatio~l was cOLlcluc:ted this mO:lth. Nine·­
teen jack mackerel '(·!ere t.agged and relea.sed in King Harbor. 
Live Bait: Live bait has been r2adily ava:i.lable all month at San 
D:i.ego~--Ne··'·.'I)01~t Beach, and Santa Barbara. Vcry large schools have 
been repeJT l:ed outside Los Angeles Hm:bo~ c:rd at Nev,port: Beach. 
These seJlOols are m'o:Ldecl by tllP. bai t fishen~en since they arE'. too 
12r~e anrl ('.~:eate a lot of extra \-.'ork. Los lm;,;eles Harbor fishing 
Has fair early in the month, hut has impJ~'o\'ell and now could be 
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consiclc:red good. The Port Hw:.neme-OXl1;;;.:::d area had good fisb.inS 
early in the D1Juth, but the last 2 \,'e:::'ks bave prockcec1 fair to poor 
catciles ~"i.tl·l only small SCi:1tte.l:ed schools in the vicinity. The boat 
fl.-om Oxn!'!nl h1Jf: been fJ shing near Carp:Lnte.ria. f,nc:hovies neiJT. Horro 
Bay ','crE:. too deq) to catch ~dth a bait net. 
D. Fisheries Resources Sea Su:cve.y (BartJett H63R) 
A finrtl. compute.r run ':Ias n1c:.de to compile the 1971 Sea Survey Data 
Report. The output was edited and sent to the printer by ~onth's 
end. 
Prep:=:rations Here made for the upcoming cooperative CF.!lCOfI cruises. 
The ALl5KA Hill 1.-llU the central sectio:"! of the CaJ.COFI pattern \7ith 
the J(Yi,jiAN and AGASSIZ \-lOrking the southern and northern sections. 
Plans \!ere mode for calibrating ALASl~A' s sonar and echo sounders 
for lrtcClJ,ud.ng anchovy school torp;et strengths. Hi th this infoD11a­
tion more objective estimates of school sizes caa be made. 
Hork continued on the fish bulletin covering the first 5 1/2 years 
of acoustic SU]~~cys (1966-1971). 
Sea SunTey Data Im.alvsis: After gathering j Bck IDClckercl data for 
25- ycaJ:-s, ~oJ8 finally started 3nalyzing the material collected. The 
anchovy mort8lity and gain: development E:,'lnl1Scripts are neaLLng 
fin<:lL~ation. OtllCr activities included the analyse~> of catch 
curve's, ~nd attend:i.n~ the annual California-NevaC:a Chapter, Juaerican 
Fisheries Society meeting. 
A TJir.<'lcJ.e happened this month. The first young-of-the-year Pacific 
macl~ercJ 'vas taken in a catch from San Clemente ISJ<.U1Q. Iva JH'o;npt­
ly J:cv:~.sec1 our estimate. frolll a total spmm1.ng failure up to a 
moder:ate failuye. 
9. BIG GAr-fE FISH 
A. A}_bacore - Research 
Life lU.stoi"Y: Age and t;ro'ilLh--scale samples \"ere read for age compo­
siti.O;:1-~·rtne 1971 season. 
POpe: 1<' t- j on 1J','):.<:)~j<:8: Log hnoks colle. c te d in th,~ 1971 season \oJel-e 
plJu(Ti·';~l-o~:·ca-i:~~f;:--tij.storica1. standards Fen, der:i.vec~ from about 20 
years of logbook data. 
Fisheries: No action. 
Life n'; :::·tor.y: 1,80. Clnd gnh,'tl-,--a prel:i.)},L;·I;lry look nt: Dge data col­
h'~c:t;-:-d"-i::}:~;:-;-ir to :t %6 h<:·.s sbl)'.,'n thot shgb ::1y diL- e:CC:~llt: l!l!2thorh; than 
tl,(j[=<: '·,[j(·iJ fOJ: c1c,t,-, after 19!;C, ,·:ill jk:\i'~ to be 1]81'011 to calculrltc. ap;c 
cOlloosih..on 2nd lotal land:i..l:gs in llU::,[)(:rs of fish. 
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C. Bonito - Re.t;earch 
Life Histor):: Age emd grovIth--No samples Here taJ~en this month. 
Otoliths frOl;( 1970 and 1971 samples are currently being read. 
Migration--No tag returns were received this month. Project person­
nel tagged and released 89 bonito in King Harbor, Redondo Beach 
this month. The fish ranged in size from l~l to 58 centimeters. 
Fisheries: Sport--Fishing was slmV' and sporadic throughout the 
month. 
COIlL'11ercial--Commercial action was very slm. vJ1th only small amounts 
of bonito landed in various ports along the coast. 
D. }tiscellaneous 
Mercury analysis results for 36 striped marlin tissue samples col­
lected this p~st summer were received from the Nimbus Bioassay 
Laboratory. Approximately one-third of the marlin analyzed \.ere 
below the Food and Drug Administration's mercury guideline of 
0.5 ppm. 
A fevl more marlin samples plus the summer f s collection of albacore 
tissue samples were shipped to Nimbus, also for mercury analysis. 
Craig attended a luncheon meeting of the Southern California Tuna 
Club and the awards banquet of the Balboa Angling Club in an 
attempt to inform those 1/1ho participated in the albacore and striped 
marlin mercury sampling programs of the laboratory analysis status. 
10. SPORTFISH 
A. Partyboat 
Research: The Long· Beach Casting Club sponsored a tagging event in 
which 153 spotted sand bass ",ere tc:.gged. One of these fish, now 
13.2 inches long, had been tagged on April 20, 1969 in Ne\\7port Bay. 
Grm\7th was 75 mIn in 1014 days) averaging 27 ml11 per year. 
Fishery: Total catch and effort for key marine species through 
December compares to 1970 
Tln:ough December 
Rockfish 
Kelp-sand bass 
Bonito 
Salmon 
Ba.rracuda 
YclloHtai1 
Striped ba.ss 
California halibut 
Sturgeon 
Catch to date 
Anglers 
as follows: 
1971 
2,201,267 
948,099 
152,79.5 
130,952 
50,470 
44,608 
13,263 
10,592 
992 
4,581,695 
725,6LI5 
1970 % Variation 
2,671,983 -18 
932,149 + 2 
651,898 -77 
98,259 +33 
373,891 -87 
97,376 -54 
15,033 -12 
29,937 -65 
1,293 -23 
5,627,112 -19 
872,899 -17 
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B. Central California Marine Sportfish Survey (DJ-F25R-5) 
The survey of skindi.vers from Pismo Beach to Oregon was initiated 
this month. Divers were interviewed from Fort Ross to Pismo Beach 
to determine catch and effort. 
Most of the month's time was spent writing-up project data for 
publication. 
Miller spoke to about 80 members of the Santa Cruz Aqua Techs skin­
diving club on January 6, the topic was a.description of the 
project's 1972 survey. 
11. INSHORE FISHERIES HABITAT EVALUATION AND MONITORING 
Project personnel surveyed the intake and outfall structures at 
the San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant. The survey was performed while 
the plant was shut down for maintenance. 
One day was spent assisting the Environmental and Behavioral Studies 
survey the Marina Del Rey artificial reef. 
One station occupied during the dredging study at Sunset Beach was 
revisited to check for residual clay or silt in the area. Two 
dives were made in an unsuccessful attempt to locate the Huntington 
Beach artificial reef. 
The remainder of the month was spent on contract studies for 
Water Quality Control Boards. 
Two seasonal aids, Brad Myers and Cyndy Klepaolo were hired, and 
are being trained. 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL STUDIES OF COASTAL SPORTFISHES (DJ-F22R) 
Annual hauloutand bottom painting were completed on the DOLPHIN 
this month. Repairs to the strut and strut bearing were also made. 
The engine overheating problems periodically encountered in the past 
year are currently in check at a functional level. 
We spent several days locating, fish counting, and surveying the 
biota on the Marina del Rey man-made sportfishing reef. Only one­
half of the reef was located. Hany fishes ",ere abundant on the reef 
including bocaccio, Sebastes paucispinis> California scorpionfish, 
Scorpaena guttata, and several species of surfperch (family 
Embiotocidae). The largest fish present ",,'ere barred sand bass, 
Paralabrax nebulifer. Spiny lobster, Panulirus interruptus, and yel­
low crabs, Cancer anthonyi were also abundant. 
&1 unsuccessful attempt was made to locate the Santa Monica WCB man­
made reef, although a partyboat was fishing in the geneJ:al area of 
the reef site. It is possible that this reef has been unmarked for 
the past 18 months. 
Work continued on a pape.r summarizing sheephead data collected last 
year. 
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John Duffy and Jack Ames enrolled for a UCLA extension course en­
titled The Living Sea:Underwater Ecology. The course, which started 
on January 5 and continues through March 22, meets Wednesday evening. 
Time was spent making arrangements for and attending meeting con­
cerned with the upcoming training conference. 
POINT ARENA ECOLOGICAL SURVEY 
We began our Davidson Current period studies at Point Arena. Four 
sub-tidal dive stations and 2 inter-tidal stations were completed. 
In addition, 3 fish collections were made in the inter-tidal zone. 
The project's 23-foot Unif1ite was used for the first time for the 
diving surveys and performed beyond all expectations, even in very 
rough seas. 
Almost all of our equipment has arrived and we can now devote all of 
our energies towards the field studies. 
WATER QUALITY - Northern California 
City of Watsonville - Santa CrtizCounty: On January 3,a break in 
a sludge line 'at the city sewage treatment plant occurred, flooding 
the influent pump motors with sludge. During the repair period, an 
estimated 13 million gallons of chlorinated raw sewage was by-passed 
into the Pajaro River causing a fish kill of steelhead, flounders, 
and various other species. Since by-passing from this plant has been 
a chronic problem, pressure is being put on the city to install fail­
safe tneasures to alleviate future by-passing. This problem is be­
ing coordinated with Region 3, Yountville. 
Montara Sanitary District - San Mateo County: A visit to the Mon­
tara Sewage Treatment Plant on January 4, 1972 rev~aled a discharge 
of a sludge and sand mixture in violation of waste discharge re­
quirements. The incident was reported to the San Francisco Region­
al Water Quality Control Board for action. 
Pebble Beach Sal1itaryDistrict - Monterey County: On January 10, 
1972 a break ~1 a pump casing at the beach pumping station re­
sulted in a by-pass of raw sewage to the ocean. Records indicate 
this is the third by-pass within the past year due to problems 
with pump casings. Pressure is being put on the District to in­
stitute fail-safe measures to correct the situation to prevent 
future by-passing. 
12. SPORTFISH-KELP HABITAT STUDY (DJ-F27R) 
Two days were spent diving from the OTTER in Abalone Cove preparing 
areas for· further kelp transplants. 
Three days were spent on the KELP BASS collecting MacroqJstis from 
Paradise Cove ffild transplanting them to Abalone Cove. We are 
presently transplanting only larger kelp plants as these are better 
able to survive fish grazing. Natural recruitment has been noted, 
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but these young plants are being heavily grazed and probably will 
not survive. A total of seventy-three large Macrocystis plants was 
collected and replanted with the assistance of Dick Burge and Steve 
Schultz. 
Project personnel and IFHEM personnel spent two days diving from the 
KELP BASS, and one day was spent by Odemar diving with Ron Strachan 
in the vicinity of the San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant. The intake 
and discharge pipes were observed, as "1ell as a newly developing 
kelp bed south of the plant. 
13. SPECIAL PROJECTS 
A.	 Southern California 
Environmental problems were rather routine during the month. 
Considerable time was devoted to unraveling the red tape related to 
securing a large surplus lighter from the Navy which will be sunk 
off Huntington Beach to enlarge one of our artificial reefs. 
At month's end the first full-scale Pismo clam census in six years 
was being conducted at Morro Bay and Pismo Beach . 
B.	 Northern California • 
Coastal Wetlands: Preparation of charts and figures for the Hum­
boldt Bay Report continued. Library research, meetings, and 
field trips were conducted to provide input for the Tomales Bay 
Report due July 1972. 
Public Information: A talk on northern California MRR activities 
was	 given at the Western Field Sportsmen's Club installation 
dinner in Alviso. 
14. MARINE FISHERIES STATISTICS 
A.	 Source Documents: Editing was completed for the following groups 
of source documents: December cannery, December marine sport catch 
logs, August market receipts, August trawler receipts, and December 
bait receipts. 
Editing in process at month's end include the following groups of 
source documents: Sept.ember market receipt.s, September trmvler 
logs, January marine sport catch logs, and January bait receipts. 
The	 following routine reports were compiled and distributed: 
master lists, December marir..e sport catch letter, HSC striped bass, 
January delinquent boat list, and data for the United States ­
Mexico Fishing Treaty. 
Miscellaneous work involved pulling and or xeroxing a number of 
individual files in response to fishermen requests. 
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B. Machine Data Processing 
The following reports were tabulated during the month: Bluefin Tuna 
Catch Effort, Trawlers Registered Boat Length, species lists, 
Mexican Waters Fleet, cannery, anchovy sampling and reduction, sport 
salmon landing for San Francisco Bay partyboats, marine sport catch, 
Processors and Annual Tuna Letter. Several special decks of data 
cards were key punched: sport sampling, albacore logs, salmon mark 
recovery, and cobol coding sheets. 
C. Information 
The following reports were decoded and distributed: December and 
Annual Tuna Letter, December sport catch report, December cannery 
report, and August California Commercial Fish Landings. 
Seven special requests for information ~erecompleted and distrib­
uted. Page proof of the 1970 Commercial Fish Landings Bulletin was 
checked and returned to the editor. 
D. License and Registration 
Commercial fishing license sales, boat registrations, and party­
boat licenses are all higher than last year's total. 
Commercial license 
Commercial boat registration 
Sport fishing partyboat 1ic. 
E. Fishery Surveillance 
1970-71 
8,969 
4,337 
457 
Preliminary 
1971"'"72 
9,766 
4,$81 
474 
Dealer contacts regarding a new, pre-printed, pre-coded landing 
receipt format were initiated. Reception thus far has generally 
been very good. 
14. VESSELS 
R!V ALASKA and N. B. SCOFIELD 
Both vessels were secured the entire month for annual overhaul. 
R!V KELP BASS 
The KELP BASS conducted an ecological survey at S&l Onofre' on 
January 12 and 13. 
The vessel cre,,, engaged in kelp transplanting for 5 days and bonito 
tagging for 4 days. The balance of the month the crew was on CTO 
and maintenance. 
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15. MISCELLANEOUS 
A. Meetings, Talks and Visitors 
January 4 
January 5 
January 10-11 
January 11 
January 11 
January 12 
January 12 
January 12 
January 13 
January 13-14 
January 17 
January 17-18 
January 17-1-8 
-Gates met with Ed Greenhood and Gruen and Gruen re­
garding AB 150. 
-Duffy presented a program on California's man-made 
reefs to the Long Beach Aquarium Society. 
-Gates and staff members attended meeting on 
Marine Resources problems with Director, Chief of 
Operations, Radovich, Greenhood, and Messersmith, 
San Diego. 
-Duffy met with F. C. Buchler, Dept. of Parks and 
Recreation, to discuss coastal access. 
-D. Hilson attended a meeting in Oakland with 
the San Francisco Bay Regional Board, Corps of 
Engineers, U.S. Navy, Environmental Protection 
. Agency and Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
concerning the disposal of polluted dredge spoils 
from Hunters Point Naval Shipyard. A second 
meeting with the same group was held on January 17. 
-D. Wilson met with P.G. & E. in San Francisco 
concerning foaming problem at the Moss Landing 
Power Plant. 
-Frey met with Dan Miller to discuss forthcoming 
Fish Bulletin. 
-Dick Moore attended a hearing regarding disposal 
of waste from Fish Harbor Terminal Island, Los 
-Angeles County in Los Angeles. 
-Duffy, Powell, Haugen, Parrish, Swartzell, and 
Petrovich attended an ~ffiR Training Conference 
committee meeting, Long Beach. 
-Gates met with Orcutt at Menlo Park on Thursday, 
and with the staff at Monterey on Friday to discuss 
the marine resources problems. 
-Bruce Eliason of Region 5, and Dick Moore met with 
Army Corps of Engineers personnel regarding 
dredging of San Diego Bay. 
-Gates met with PMFC, Sacramento (Hansion Inn). 
-Jow attended the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission 
Research Directors and Coo~dinators meeting in 
Sacramento. 
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January 18 
January 18 
January 19 
January 19 
January 21 
January 21 
January 21 
January 22 
January 24 
January 24 
January 24 
January 25 
January 26 
January 26 
-Dick Moore, MRR, and Bruce Eliason, Region 5, met 
with Bob Drennan, Orange County Division of 
Planning to discuss a report on Orange County's 
Natural Environment. 
-D. Wilson attended a meeting with the City of Wat­
sonville, Santa Cruz County District Attorney and 
DF&G concerning a sewage by-pass and fish kill in 
the Pajaro River. 
-Dr. Lou DiSalvo, U.S. Navy Biomedical Laboratory, 
Oakland, visited the Menlo Park Laboratory to ob­
tain information for his work on oil and the marine 
ecosystem. 
-D. Wilson attended San Francisco Regionl Water 
Quality Control Board Interagency meeting in Oakland. 
-Duffy attended a Bomb Search Technique class, 
Los Angeles. 
-Gates attended Regional Managers meeting, Sacramento.· 
-Gates and Frey met with Calkins and Martin in 
Sacramento to discuss Marine Resources Publications. 
-Swartzell gave a talk on northern California }1RR 
activities at the Western Field Sportsmen's Club 
installation in Alviso. 
-Gates, Kaneen, and Frey attended Fish and Game 
Commission meeting in Santa Barbara. 
-Duffy and Alan "Dutch" Huckaby presented a program 
to Explorer Post 1067, Marineland of the Pacific. 
-D. Wilson attended a meeting with the Pebble Beach 
Sanitary District, Central Coast Regional Board, 
and Monterey County Public Health concerning a 
sewage by-pass into the ocean at the Pebble Beach 
pumping station. 
-Carlisle, Hardy and Odenweller, attended a meeting 
with Army Corps of Engineers personnel to discuss 
coastal dredging problems, Long Beach. 
-Odenweller addressed a meeting of the South Bay 
area Methodist Hen's Clubs. Topic of the discussion 
was Marine Inshore Ecology. 
-Gates held staff and safety meeting, Long Beach. 
Duffy presented the Preliminary Training Conference 
Schedule for comments. 
January 28 
January 28 
January 28-29 
January 30 
B.	 Personnel 
January 1 
January 1 
January 1
 
January 1
 
January 3
 
January 13
 
Harold B. Clemens 
Acting Manager 
MRR-LB/225 
2-3-72/ cg 
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-Gates, Odemar, Hardy and Duffy met with representa­
tives of Kelco and Wheeler North to discuss evalua­
tion of urchin control techniques and kelp problems, 
Long Beach. 
-Gates, Fullerton, Kaneen, Greenhood and Messersmith 
met with members of industry to discuss status of 
sardine and Pacific mackerel stocks. 
-Knaggs and McCall attended American Fisheries 
Society meeting in San Luis Obispo. 
-Odenweller presented a paper titled "Marine Inshore 
Eco.logical Survey Methods" to the 1972 meeting of 
the American Fisheries Society. 
-Ronald W. Warner, Assoc. Fish Pathologist, Oyster 
Disease & Mortality Study transferred to Associate 
Marine Biologist, Shellfisheries, Eureka. 
-Dan B. Odenweller, Asst. Mar. BioI., Ecological 
Studies, Diablo Canyon & Mendocino transferred to 
Ecological Invest~~ations & Waste Discharges, 
Long Beach, effective 10-1-71. 
-Nancy C. Durell, Clerk Typist II, Shellfish Labora­
tory Operations transferred to Admin., Monterey. 
., 
-Daniel W. Gotshall, Senior Marine Biologist, Inshore i 
Fisheries Habitat Evaluation and Monitoring, Long Beach, 
transferred to Ecological Studies, Diablo Canyon and 
Mendocino, Monterey. 
-Carol M. Rodriguez, Clerk Typist II, Part Time, 
Shellfish Laboratory Operations, Monterey, appointed. 
-Patricia A. Burton, Account Clerk II, Marine Fisheries 
Statistics, Long Beach, appointed, TAU. 
-----
WILDLIFE PRO'rECTION BRANCH MONTHLY REPORT FORM 
Region MRR
Fill-In Section' Report for Month of JANUARY, 1972 
•	 A. RESERVE HARDEN ACTIVITIES 
121.	 1Uffiber of patrols made by reserve wardens 
1162.	 Hours worked 
o3.	 Arrests or citationsi5sued by reserve warden~'
 
(ldardens not present)
 
4.	 Arrest assists or citations issued by reserve 17 
(Wardens present) 
5. Personal vehicle miles traveled on patrol	 . 0 
6. Personal vehicle miles traveled to and from assignment	 633 
• 
B.	 HUNTER SAFETY 'IP~INING PROGRAM 
1.	 Time spent on hunter safety training 
,...
<::.	 Hunter safety instructors contacted 
3·	 Hunter safety training classes attended 
4.	 Hunter safety instructor classes attended 
C.	 DEER ACCIDENTALLY KILLED 
1.	 Road kills by motor vehicles 
2.	 Kills from other causes (railroads) canals) .<logs, etc.) 
D.	 ARREST REPORT 
NUmber of persons arrested as compared to same periods last year: 
193 200 
Same Month Last Year Current Month 
193 200 
Total ~restsSame Period Last Year Total Arrests This Year 
Remarl,s - (To explain any marked changes in above total s) 
[ 
vlLP (Rev. 6/71) 
•••••••••• 
•••••••• 
•••••• 
---
Wildlife Protection Branch Monthly Report - Page 2 
Fines paid 6,416.00 8,103.50 
Same Month Last Year Current Month 
Total fines to date............. 6,416.00 8,103.50 
Same Period Last Year Same Period This Year 
Remarks (To explain any marked changes in above totals) 
Jail days served."	 1 •fir ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Jail days suspended••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o
 
Cases dismissed •.••••••••••••.•.••••..••••••.•.•.•••••••• 6
 
. Cases in .,hich all of fine 'TaS suspended•••••••••••••••• 6
 
Juvenile cases turned over to juvenile
 
authorities or parents contacted ••••.•••••••.••••••••• 2
 
Hunting licenses revol~ed by court•••••••••••••••••.••••. o
 
Hunting licenses suspended by court ••••••••••••••••••••• o
 
Sport fishing licenses revoked by court ••••••••••••••••• o
 
Sport fishing licenses suspended by court••••••••••••••• o
 
Summary: Folloving is the number of violations prosecuted against type of violation. 
. 
Hunting, no license •••••••••••• Angling, no license •••••••••••••• 58
 
Wa terfo't,"ll ••••••••••• • • • •••••••• -L No inland stamp••••••••• «
 
Deer 1 '!:rout ••••••••••••• " ••• (t
II • • .. • •	 • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• 0' 6 
Pheasant .••••••..••••.•••••••••. Striped Ea.ss •••• t-.c: ••••••••••••••
 
Resident small ~ame •••••••••••• Other inland fish ••••••••••.•••••
 
Doves and pigeons ••• o Angling more than one rod••••••••
 
Mountairl lion••...••••.•••..••• Clams and shellfish••••••••••••• o
 
Bear Commercial abalone •••••••••••••.•
II • "	 1& •• 
Raptors .. Commercial lobster ••••••••••••••• 6 
Loaded gun in car •••••••••••••• Commercial fish ••••••..••••••••.• 
Baited pond shooting .•••••••••. _ Commercial fish records •.••.••••• 
-_.­
Protected nongame birds, fully Ocean sportfish. 0 10C c. ~. • •• • • ••• • • • 
protected, Tare or end. species~ Pollution (5650) (Oil) •.•••..•••• _~ 
Li t ter .. , .•.• -L (Other) •.•••.••.c. • • • • •	 • • • • • • • • • • •• II II 
Public shooting area trespass •• Stream obstruction (5948) ••.•••.. 
Trespass (2016-18) •••••• 0 1601-1602. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• --­
Prohibited species .•••••••••••• Jv'd s cellaneous. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 2 
TOTAL	 • . • • • • • • • • • •. • . 1..QQ.._ 
E. ASSISTANCE TO OTHER LAW ENFOHCElv1ENT AGENCIES 
1.	 Number of cases filed by Wildlife Protection officers
 
for violation of Penal or other code sections •.•••••••••••••••••••
 
2.	 Number of cases filed by \Jildlife Protection officers
 
for city or county ordinances ••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.
 
Number of cases turned over to federal agencies for filing .•..••••.• 3· 
4.	 Number of cases of assistance to other agencies reSUlting in
 
filing of charges (not included i.n 1, '~,·or 3 above) •••.•.••••••••
 
5. Number of cases involving felony charges.~ •.•••.••.•••••••••• , , .•••• 
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MASTER CODE MARINE RESOURCES REGION REFERENCE SERIES
 
1971 
MRR 
Ref. No. 
71-1 The marine environment offshore of 
San Elijo Lagoon (a post-construction 
submarine outfall area) and the San 
Dieguito River mouth (a pre-con­
struction submarine outfall area. 
71-2 Observations and Recommendations 
Concerning Kelp Harvesting 
Activities off Central California 
71-3 Ocean Shrimp Report 1970 Season 
Fourteenth Annual Shrimp Report. 
71-4 Greater Los Angeles Council of 
Divers Spearfishing Meet Leo 
Carillo State Park, Los Angeles 
County. 
71-5 Greater Los Angeles Council of 
Divers Spearfishing Meet Leo 
Carillo State Park, Los Angeles 
County. 
71-6 Greater Los Angeles Council of 
Divers Spearfishing Meet, 
Paradise Cove,.Los Angeles County 
71-7 California Shellfish Importation 
and Planting Report 1970-71 
Season 
71-8 Expected Grunion Runs 
71-9 A Survey of the Marine Environment 
near the Orange County Sanitation 
District's Ocean Outfall 
71-10 A Survey of Intertidal and Subtidal 
Environment off Seal and Sunset 
Beach prior to, during and after 
beach fill operations. 
Author 
Alec R. Strachan 
Paul H. Wild 
Nancy E. Nelson 
and 
Walter A. Dahlstrom 
Jack Ames 
and 
Dan Gotshall 
Jack Ames, 
John Duffy and 
Bob Hardy 
John Duffy, 
Jack Ames and 
Bob Hardy 
w. A. Dahlstrom 
John G. Carlisle, Jr. 
Dan B. Odenweller 
Daniel W. Gotshall 
Date
 
January 1971
 
February 1971 
May 1971 
March 28, 1971 
May 9, 1971 
Hay 23, 1971 
August 5, 1971 
September 1971 
November 1971 
November 1971 
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MARINE RESOURCES REGION 
ANNUAL REPORT - 1971 
MARINE PATROL 
Aerial surveillance has continued to be a very important tool in the appre­
hension of pollution and net violations. Flights on low tides have indi­
cated that we do not have sufficient beach patrol personnel to check sizes 
and limits of the clam ,and abalone resources~ especially along the central 
coast. 
We have maintained the time-consuming enforcement of the Federal/State 
yellowfin tuna regulations. This patrol resulted in the seizure of 
$14,150.22 worth of fish. 
Marine officers were designated as theOn-scene Commander under the 
California Oil Spill DisasterCorttirtgencyPlan in San Francisco when two 
Standard Oil tankships collided in January and when the Navy tanker 
MANATEE pumped a huge quantity of oil overboard off San Diego County in 
August 1971. The Attorney General's Office is reviewing these reports for 
possible civil actions. 
BOTTOMFISH PROGRAM 
Statistical studies revealed that in 1971 the California bottomfish catch 
totaled approximately 36 million pounds. This catch was above the annual 
average but below the record 1970 catch of 39.4 million pounds. Dover 
sole remained the predominant species in landings. Rockfish, English sole, 
t rex sole, sablefish, and lingcod were other major species in the catch. 
The 1971 decline in landings from that of 1970 was due largely to market 
restrictions on Dover sole that resulted in landings of approximately 
12.5 million pounds. A significant increase occurred for petrale sole; 
landings in 1971 should total more than 4 million pounds, an increase 
over the 3.4 million pounds of 1970 and a landing of over 4 million pounds 
for the first time since 1954. A slight increase is also expected for 
lingcod landings, while other major species will remain at levels of 
recent years.
,.'... , 
Bottomfish landings at 13 ports between Port Hueneme and Crescent City 
were closely monitored during the year. Logbook data for virtually the 
entire catch were obtained and processed with landing receipts for final 
compilation by the Biostatistical Section. A slight decline in fishing 
effort by the 73 vessel trawl fleet occurred in 1971 as the result of 
fleet tie-ups for price negotiations and by the entry of a substantial 
part of the fleet in the summer and fall albacore fishery. Catch per 
hour of trawling remained above 700 pounds per hour in 1971. 
A few fishermen successfully started a new pot fishery for sablefish off 
northern California during the year. o 
Landings of Dover, English, and petrale sole were sampled at major ports 
to obtain supplemental information on the condition of the stocks. 
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Population of the major species in the trawl fishery appear to be in good 
condition. 
Three N.B. SCOFIELD bottomfish cruises were completed during 1971. The 
field portion of our population study of Dover sale off northern Calif­
ornia was completed with a cruise in February. Trawls were made between 
12 and 700 fathoms. Dover sale were caught between 230 and 480 fathoms; 
1,052 Dover sole were tagged and released. Two cruises to study the 
ecology and distribution of roundfish with emphasis on sablefish were 
conducted with the N.B. SCOFIELD off southern California and off central 
California during 1971. Sablefish were found to be most abundant off 
San Francisco and least abundant off southern California. 
The lead in a national program of sablefish tagging to identify the 
stocks and to assess migrations of sablefish in the northeastern Pacific 
Ocean was taken by our program when we tagged 2,510 sablefish off south­
ern and central California. 
The validity of otoliths as indicators of age for Dover and petrale 
sole was confirmed by studies of collections of fish from research 
cruises and from the commercial fishery. 
A systems analysis of the Bottomfish Program was initiated in 1971 in 
cooperation with Operations Research Branch. The study is scheduled for 
completion in 1972. 
Coordination of bottomfish and management activities of the Pacific 
coast was continued through the Pacific Mar:Lne Fisheries Commiss:Lon and 
the Technical Sub-Committee of the International Trawl Fishery Committee. 
The staff also participated indirectly in the 1971 proceedings of the 
International North Pacific Fisheries Comm:Lssion by submitting documents 
on the United States trawler fleet and the U. S. sab1efish line fishery. 
Pub1:Lcations 
DiDonato, Gene, James Meehan and Tom Jow. 1971. Summary of vessel and 
gear specif:Lcations for the. United States Pacific coast trawl 
fleet, 1969-1970. International North Pacific Fisheries Commission 
Document Series. 
Jow,	 Tom. (No date). Pacific hake length frequencies at California 
ports, 1963-1970. (Submitted to MRR editor June 1971). 
Parrish, Richard H., and Eric H. Knaggs. 1971. Revision of the age 
composition of the southern California catch of Pacific mackerel 
for the 1958-59 through 1963-64 seasons. Calif. Fish and Game 
57 (3): 182-201. 
Parrish, Richard, James Meehan, Gene DiDonato, and Dale Harmer. 1971. 
United States sab1efish setline fishery, 1953-1969. International 
North Pacific Fisheries Commission Document Series. 
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SHELLFISH PROGRAM 
Crab 
During 1971 the crab project conducted a tagging experiment on market 
crabs in San Francisco Bay. One crab was recaptured in the ocean off 
Double Point after it had traveled 27 miles in 100 days. Although tag 
returns have been very poor the one crab captured off Double Point does 
indicate that San Francisco Bay contributes to the crab fishery off the 
coast of central California. 
A continuing growth study of market crabs was conducted at Point Molate 
near Richmond. We have had good success in following one year-class of 
crabs from shortly after the time they settle to the bottom until they 
leave the area one year later. 
A crab cruise was conducted off the central California coast during Sep­
tember and October aboard the N. B. SCOFIELD. Legal-sized crabs were 
few in number indicating a poor 1971-72 season, but sub-legal crabs were 
caught in greater abundance than the previous year's pre-season cruise. 
Hopefully this indicates that the 1972-73 season catch will be an im­
provement over the catch this season. 
An October-November crab cruise.conducted aboard the N. B. SCOFIELD in 
the Eureka-Crescent City area produced very low numbers of legal and
•sub-legal crabs, indicating a poor season in 1971-72. This was borne 
out by the December 1971 landings of less than 2 million pounds. In­
coming 1971 year-class crabs appeared to be present in relatively strong 
numbers. 
Shrimp 
Ocean shrimp were sampled in Area A (Crescent City-Eureka) to determine 
length, weight, sex and year class composition. One-year-old shrimp 
(1970 year class) dominated the fishery as expected, except during.June 
and July when highly selective fishing resulted in a higher percentage 
of two-year-old shrimp. Average heads-on count per pound for the season 
was 124. 
Contents of hake stomachs from Area A examined from July through October 
indicated that the incoming 1971 year class of shrimp is relatively weak, 
and the 1970 year class, as two-year-olds, is expected to dominate the 
catches during the 1972 season. 
Ocean shrimp landings and effort were compiled and distributed to 
Operations Research Branch personnel at Menlo Park for use in the shrimp 
population model to determine the quota in Area A for the 1972 season. 
Logbook and pink ticket data were edited and coded for inclusion in the 
Annual Shrimp Report produced by the Biostatistical Section at Long Beach. 
Oysters 
A total of 4,851 standard cases of Pacific seed oysters from Japan was 
inspected for pests. Shipments from Washington State, equivalent to 
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5,808 standard cases of Pacific seed oysters, were also inspected. The 
latter shipment represented the greatest total ever shipped from Washing­
ton State or British Columbia during one year. Two truckloads totaling 
1,040 bushels of adult Eastern oysters were inspected for pests at Green­
port, New York. These inspections are a continued effort on part of the 
Shellfish Program personnel to keep serious exotic shellfish predators 
out of California bays and estuaries. , ' 
Clams 
:.: IThe gaper clam resource at Clam Bar on Tomales Bay was surveyed during 
June and July. Distribution and abundance of the clams were determined 
by counting siphons. The population was ~stimr~ted at 650,000 clams. 
Heaviest concentrations appeared within eelgrass beds. 
MARINE CULTURE LABORATORY 
(Bartlett Project M64R) 
The year 1971 marked the first full year of operations for the Marine 
Culture Laboratory. No major problems were encountered with the water 
system or diverse laboratory machinery. One of the main submersible 
.: 
pumps did require servicing in December, after operating trouble-free 
for 14 months. 
" 
The main storage reservoir was drained for the first time. About 40 
gallons of accumulated sediments were removed. 
Seawater flow through the laboratory was about 80 gallons per minute at :! 
the year's end. 
A shed to house the larger holding reservoirs, a greenhouse to acceleiate 
algal blooms, and a small laboratory to prepare particulate foods were 
constructed during the year.' These facilities lend a distinct improve­
iment to the operations and capabilities of the laboratory. I 
!
I 
Excellent success was achieved in culturing the spot prmvo, Pandalus I 
,Iplatyceros. Preliminary studies on temperature and salinity tolerances, 
density dependent characteristics, and growth was also accomplisheq. 'j
j 
The market crab, Cancer magister~ was successfully cultured through all 
the zoeal larval stages, but high mortalities were encountered at each 
stage. 
Some IS-year old Pacific oysters, Crassostrea g~gas~ were successfully 
spawned, but problems in providing sufficient forage and maintaining on 
optimal temperature for development impeded larval development. 
The red abalone, Haliotis rufescens~ successfully spawned in the labora­
tory, developed to the creeping stage, and are being cultured in the ~i 
I 
Ilaboratory. 
" 
Minor problems encountered in growing mass cultures of single celled algae 
were largely resolved. Four, single cell algal species were being rout­
inely mass cultured in the laboratory. 
A technique for hatching and collecting large batches of brine shrimp, 
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Artemia saUna~ was developed to suit our particular needs. 
Several hundred visitors toured the culture laboratory during its first 
full year of operations. 
OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTALITY STUDY 
During the summer of 1971 we investigated the heavy losses of oysters 
cultured in Humboldt Bay. Losses from our sampling stations ranged up 
to 55 percent. Observations on commercial and rack cultured oysters 
revealed a lower mortality trend with losses being less than 20 percent. 
This was the second consecutive year in which rack cultured oysters 
survived at higher rates than their ground cultured contemporaries. 
Such information suggests a change in culturing methods to profitably 
grow oysters in this area. 
A selective breeding study involving supposed resistant oysters from 
Humboldt Bay was started. Technical aspects are being developed for 
production of sufficient quantities of seed oysters for field tests. 
Prospects for the very near future are optimistic. 
Losses in Tomales Bay averaged approximately 15 percent. Extreme losses 
(approximately 62 percent) were noted for the first time in Drakes 
Estero. It is thought that the losses wer~ caused by unseasonably hot 
weather during the period when the oysters were continually exposed 
by a series of low tides. 
Samples of molluscs and crustaceans imported by several private mari­
culture organizations to be used as spawning stock were examined histo­
logically in order to certify them as disease free before their intro­
duction into California waters. Samples of seed oysters and clams 
were examined for disease prior to shipment to growers throughout the 
world. 
ABALONE 
A two year survey in the Diablo Canyon area, San Luis Obispo County, was 
completed in November of this year. This study established a baseline 
inventory of the marine biota with special reference to abalones, includ­
ing their food chain, and to bony fishes. Annual, seasonal, and spatial 
variations were recorded for the major components during routine surveys 
and major seasonal collections of the fishes were made. Ninety-seven 
species of fishes were documented from the area including 6 species new 
to science and 5 which were beyond their previous known range. 
Personnel involved in the joint Fish and Game and Humboldt State College 
red abalone studies (Sea Grant) tagged over 2,000 abalones for determina­
tion of growth, recruitment and mortality in the Fort Bragg area. Season­
al variations in growth and food items were noted and the ecology of the 
area is be:ing described. 
A north coast red abalone survey was conducted during September employ­
ing 29 Department scuba divers, 3 Sea Grant associates from Humboldt 
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State College, and 5 research and patrol vessels. The two areas surveyed 
were: (1) off the Dewey Pedotti ranch including Fort Ross Reef in Sonoma 
County, and (2) off Van Damme State Park in Mendocino County. The dis­
tribution of abalones was found to be patchy with very few reds observed 
below 25-foot depths. Where red abalones were found, the concentrations 
were often high. A single 30 m x 4 m station off Fort Ross Reef in 10­
to 20-footdepths produced a count of 399 red abalones, the highest ever 
recorded during all abalone survey work for a sampling unit of comparable 
size. 
A red abalone survey in the Pt. Estero region was made again this year: 
(1) to assess population size, size class structure and ecology of red 
abalones in this area, and (2) to document the effects of sea otter 
foraging activities. The population estimate for the 0.5 by 1.5 miles 
sampling area ,,,as 40,200 red abalone. This estimate is significantly 
lower than the 1967 estimate of 176,000 which preceded the arrival of 
numerous sea otters. 
SEA OTTER PROGRAM 
The occasional sea otter mortalities ,vhich occurred during capture with 
gill nets prompted development of safer gear. We developed and tested 
a floating, baited cage and an over-the-kelp net. These devices can 
reduce mortality significantly, but field experiments indicated that they 
are not very effective. A diver-held capture device was developed and 
tested successfully with the capture of a 70-pound male otter off Cannery 
Ro,,, , Monterey. Initial field trials indicate that this device may 
eliminate capture deaths due to droyming where its use is applicable. 
In addition the animals are subjected to less stress and handling with 
this piece of gear. 
Four census flights were conducted during the year with counts ranging 
from 715 to 959 otters. Data from these flights combined "lith observa­
tions from boat and shore are used to make estimates of the total popu­
lation and to provide insights into the dynamics of local fluctuations 
numbers of otters. 
Food habits observations of sea otters in the Cambria-Point Estero area 
during the spring and summer of 1971 showed high percentages of abalone 
in the otters' diet. Concurrent.observations in the Pico Creek area 
where abalones were dominant in the sea otters' diet when this area was 
being newly colonized by otters in 1966 now show abalones to be consider­
ably less significant in the observed diet. Availability and preference 
appear to determine percentage composition of abalone and other forage 
items in the otters' diet. Such forage items become less available as 
sea otters become established in an area. 
Ecological data relating to the effects of sea otters on the nearshore 
environment are being gathered by resurveying established intertidal 
stations and by random subtidal surveys "rithin the sea otters' range. 
The program of sea otter carcass recovery, processing and distribution 
continued in 1971. A total of 23 carcasses was reported. Of these, 
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2 were recovered in 1970 and recorded in 1971 and 2 were not recovered.
 
Necropsies were conducted under the supervision of Dr. Victor Morejohn
 
of Moss Landing Marine Laboratories. Tissue samples were obtained for
 
pesticide and heavy metal analysis. Remains (pelts, skeletal materials,
 
etc.) from 20 sea otters were distributed to various institutions for
 
display and study.
 
A report of the initial three-year phase of sea otter research activi­

ties was prepared and submitted.
 
Manuscripts and Publications: 
Wild, Paul W. 1971. Observations and recommendations concerning kelp
 
harvesting activities 9ff central California. Calif. Dept. of
 
Fish and Game, MRR Ref. 71-2, 9 p.
 
Wild, Paul W. and Kenneth C. Wilson. Manuscript. A report on the
 
initial three-year phase of the California Department of Fish
 
and Game sea otter research activities July 1968 - June 1971.
 
PELAGIC FISH PROGRAM 
• 
Anchovy Reduction Fishery 
The sixth anchovy reduction season closed May 15, 1971, with 81,742 tons of 
a 110,000 ton quota landed. Southern permit area landings totaled 80,095 
tons while 657 tons were landed in the northern permit area. Fishermen re­
ceived $23.00 per ton for their catch in southern California and $22.00 per 
ton in the Monterey area. Anchovy fish meal prices remained high throughout 
the season providing incentive to the fleet and processors. 
The Fish and Game Commission adopted the following changes in regulations 
for the 1970-71 season. The concept of zones in the southern area was 
abolished and a quota of 100,000 tons was granted for the entire southern 
permit area. The 10,000 ton quota was retained for the northern permit 
area. Closed areas remained the same in the north, but significant changes 
were made in the south. The entire coast from Point Conception to the 
United States-Mexico border was closed inside three miles. In addition, a 
six mile closure was imposed in the area off San Pedro Bay and from the 
international border to Oceanside, and a fourmile closure went into effect 
in the vicinity of Port Hueneme. 
The 1970-71 season opened August 1st in the northern permit area. Due to a 
sharp decrease in fishing effort only 657 tons were landed during the 
season. The southern permit area opened September 15th, anchovy landings 
continued at a record pace, and over 75,000 tons had been landed when the 
February closure was reached. \ihen the fishery reopened on March 1st, the 
fleet had difficulty locating fishable schools of anchovy. This problem 
persisted the remainder of the season and only 5,000 additional tons were 
landed by the. May 15 closure. 
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The seventh anchovy reduction season opened with no changes in seasons, quotas, 
or closed areas. The first landings in the northern permit area were on 
August 19th with the fishermen receiving $19.00 per ton. By mid~December land­
ings totaled 1,374 tons. A price dispute in southern California marred the 
season's opening. The first landings were on September 16th at Port Hueneme 
where only one boat was operating. The San Pedro fleet remained idle until 
October 8th when some boats began fishing. On October 18th the anchovy price 
dispute ..was settled and the fleet began fishing in earnest, receiving $21.00 
per ton for their catch. Near the end of October the anchovy price dropped 
and the fleet turned to fishing other species. By mid-December, 31 out of 
the 36 boats with anchovy permits had landed 17,707 tons. Total anchovy 
landings for calendar 1971 were approximately 41,000 tons. 
Anchovy Research 
Sampl~ng the catch for age, length, and related data was continued. The 
. data processing problem present in previous years has been eliminated. The 
age and length composition of anchovy landings for the 1968-69 season was 
published. Papers covering the age and length composition for the '1969-70 
and 1970-71 seasons are ready for publication. The log book, catch-effort 
program is continuing. However, the loss of key personnel has caused a 
delay in processing catch-effort data. 
Live Bait 
Live bait was easily obtainable at the beginning of the year, but became
 
increasingly difficult to locate in February and March. By March, some of
 
the fishermen from the Oxnard area were coming to Los Angeles l~rbor to
 
obtain bait. Even the Los Angeles Harbor bait haulers had difficulty, and
 
had to fish outside the harbor for several weeks in March. During this
 
period, areas to the south proVided fairly good fishing. April brought
 
improvement in many areas, but San Diego and Santa Monica Bay provided poor
 
fishing. Throughout the entire sununer and early fall, live bait was
 
readily available in almost all areas. Newport Beach and Redondo Beach
 
haulers occasionally had difficulty catching bait and sometimes fished in
 
Los Angeles Harbor. San Diego fishermen harlan exceptionally good sununer
 
with anchovies always nearby and available. Fishing deteriorated somewhat
 
in late fall, especially in Los Angeles Harbor; however, bait was still
 
obtained within the harbor. Most bait haulers admitted they had had a
 
very good season from May through September as far as fishing was concerned,
 
though business was not as good as usual.'
 
Mackerel-Sardine Fishery 
Sardines 
The 1970-71 Pacific sardine bait catch was only 140 tons out of an allow­

able 250 tons. Most of the fish were caught andlanderl in the San Diego
 
area. Very few young sardines were observed this past year and the popula­

tion continues to be at a very low level.
 
Pacific Mackerel 
The southern California commercial catch of Pacific mackerel was 40 tons by
 
mid-December. The Pacific mackerel moratorium was in effect all year and
 
appears to be wDrking extremely well. Commercial fishermen are releasing
 
fish caught and avoiding areas where noticeable concentrations of Pacific
 
mackerel are found.
 
.' 
,I 
I 
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Sport fishermen took 180~000 Pacific mackerel in the partyboat fishery by 
mid-December and the year's catch should be around 200,000 fish. This year's 
sport catch will be the 2nd or 3rd highest catch since records have been 
kept for this fishery. 
The population now appears to be comprised of 1 year old fish (over 90%) 
with very few older fish in the population. By mid-December no young-of­
the-year fish had appeared in.the commercial catch. If this 1971 year class 
is poor~ there will have been 10 year classes in a row that can be considered 
failures. . 
Jack Mackerel 
Jack mackerel landings totaled 27,000 tons by the end of November· and state­
wide landings should be 30,000 tons by the end of the year. The fishery 
was hampered by bad weather during the first half of the year. In November~ 
7,882 tons were landed. This was the highest monthly catch since October 
1963. Cortes Bank, Santa Catalina Island, and San Clemente Island were the 
major catch areas. The commercial fishery was made up of mostly 1 and 2 
year old fish. If good landings of jack mackerel continue, 1971 should be 
the largest year since 1965. 
Jack Mackerel Tagging Program 
This program was initiated in August 1971 with funds supplied by the Marine 
Resources Committee. The months of August and September were devoted to 
developing tagging procedures and obtaining proper equipment. October saw 
the first tagging cruises aboard the R/V ALASKA, and in 17 days, biologists 
tagged and released 2,100 jack mackerel in the waters off southern California. 
A total of 32 tagged fish has been recaptured to date with the majority of 
tags being returned from Catalina Island. Cannery personnel were responsible 
for a high percentage of the returned tags. Net movement has been slight 
with a maximum observed movement of 20 miles from Catalina Island to Horse­
shoe Kelp. Experiments conducted at Marineland and aboard ALASKA indicate 
a high handling and tagging mortality for jack mackerel •. Methods for 
reducing this mortality ~resently are being investigated. 
Squid 
By mid-December squid landings totaled approximately 15,000 tons, a consid­
erable increase over landings the past few years. Department personnel in 
Monterey are continuing their study of the market squid's life history. 
Fisheries Resources Sea Surveys (Bartlett M63R) 
Nine cruises totaling 149 days were conducted during 1971. Routine acoustic 
surveys to assess the distribution and abundance of the anchovy population 
were made on 5 of these cruises. The remainder were devoted to a variety 
of studies which included: investigating the possibility of utilizing 
porpoise for locating commercial quantities of "tish, assessment of the in­
coming year classes of sardines and Pacific lnackerel, developing methods of 
determining anchovy school biomass from echograms, and exploration for squid 
and sauries. 
Acoustic surveys in February and April in southern California waters follow­
ing a record anchovy commercial catch the previous 5 months could find no 
measurable effect on the population. However, very low availability was 
evident as schools, although numerous, were very small and widely scattered. 
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These findings were substantiated by a failure of the 'spring fishery. 
Surveys in this area in September and Novenilier found exceptionally good 
concentrations and high availability. A good ancho\7 catch could have been 
achieved in this period had the fishery been active. 
Acoustic surveys in southern and central Baja California during May and 
June found anchovy availability much higher than other times of the year. 
Large compact schools suitable for exploitation were found in the shallow 
waters of the narrm. coastal shelf of these areas. 
Additional information was gained on the Baja California anchovy subpopu-· 
lation. Large amounts of length frequency-age data Was added to previous 
data indicating these anchovies grow much slower and attain a much smaller 
maximum size than the California population. 
A sardine-Pacific mackerel survey in Baja California and southern California 
found no significant evidence of 1971 spawning success. Sardines were found 
exclusively in Mexican waters. Adult fish which belonged to the southern 
subpopulation were taken from Cedros Island to Ensenada. The only 1971 
year class fish taken were from a single mixed catch comprised of 98 percent 
anchovies. 
No young-of-the-year Pacific mackerel were taken but several samples of the 
1970 year class were taken in both Mexico and California. 
Extensive schools of juvenile hake were discovered in San Pedro Channel 
during March and April. These fish formed a layer 125-140 fathoms from the isurface over bottom depths of 400-475 fathoms. The; layer was nearly 5 miles 
long and consisted of small discontinuous groups of fish. These fish were ! 
i 
~ 
an estimated one year of age. I 
Large concentrations of Panama lightfish were located and sampled in the 
offshore waters of central Baj a CalifoD1.ia. Schools containing over 100 tons 
of fish were detected by sonar and sampled by midwater trawl. This is the 
second discovery of large concentrations of this species in Mexican waters. 
Pelagic red crabs appear to be the largest resource on the Pacific side of 
Baja California. Spring surveys found them distributed at least 165 miles 
offshore with the heaviest concentrations within 10 miles of the coast. 
Red crabs were found on or near the surface during winter and spring when 
sea surface waters were cold. 
Radio tracking of porpoise in hopes of using them to locate concentrations 
of fish produced negative results. 
A new echo sounding system has greatly increased our capabilities to detect 
fish schools and quantify anchovy school sizes. Expanded scale, finer 
resolution and greater fish detecting sensitivity of the system are a vast 
improvement over the former one. 
Data reports covering sea surveys of 1968-1970 were published. A data 
screening program \>las written to edit raw dat.a. This has improved data 
accuracy and allowed prompt compilation of data reports. 
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Publications' 
Collins, Robson A. 1971. Size and age composition of northern anchovies 
(Engraulis mordax) in the California reduction and canning fisheries, 
1968-69 season. Calif. Fish and Game, 57(4):283-289. 
Frey, Herbert W. [Ed.] 1971. California's living marine resources and 
their utilization. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Sacramento, 148 p. 
Knaggs, Eric H. In press. Southern California Pacific mackerel fishery 
and age composition of commercial landings during the 1968-69 and 
1969-70 seasons. Calif. Fish and Game. 
Mais, Kenneth F. (Comp.). 1971. California Department of Fish and Game 
Sea Survey Cruises, 1968. Calif. Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest., Data 
Report, 18:1-181. 
1971. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game Sea Survey Cruises, 1969. Calif. 
Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest., Data Report, 19:1-131. 
1971. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game Sea Survey Cruises, 1970. Calif. 
Coop. Ocean. Fish. Invest., Data Report, 20:1-139. 
Parrish, Richard H., and Eric H. Knaggs. 1971. Revision of the age 
composition of the southern California catch of Pacific mackerel for 
the 1958-59 through 1963-64 seasons. Calif. Fish and Game, 57 (3) : 182­
201. 
1972. The southern California Pacific mackerel fishery and age 
composition of the catch for the 1964-65 through 1967-68 seasons. 
Calif. Fish and Game, 58(1):28-38. 
Spratt,	 Jerome D. 1971. The amazing grunion. Calif. Dept. Fish and 
Game, Marine Res. Leaflet, (3):1-6. 
Cruise Reports 
Lea, Robert N. 1971. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, Cruise Report 71A3, 
Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Mar. Res. Region,S p. 
Mais, Kenneth F. 1971. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, .Cruise Report 
7lAl, Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Har. Res. Region, 4 p. 
1971. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, Cruise Report 71A2, Calif. 
Dept. Fish and Game, Har. Res. Region, 2 p. 
1971. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, Cruise Report 71A4, Calif. 
Dept. Fish and Game, }~r. Res. Region,S p. 
1971. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, Cruise Report 71A6, Calif. 
Dept. Fish and Game, Mar. Res. Region, 3 p. 
1971. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, Cruise Report 71A9, Calif. 
Dept. Fish and Game, Mar. Res. Region, 4 p. 
Sunada, John S. 1971. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, Cruise Report 
71A5, Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Mar. Res. Region, 3 p. 
Tasto, Robert N. 1971. Jack Mackerel Tagging Program, Cruise Report 
71A8, Calif. Dept. Fish and Game,' Mar. Res. Region, 1 p. 
1971. Jack Mackerel Tagging Program, Cruise Report 71Y~19, Calif. 
Dept. Fish and Game, Mar. Res. Region, 1 p. 
Yost, William F. 1971. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, Cruise Report 
7lA7, Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Mar. Res. Region, 2 p. 
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BIG GAME FISH PROGRAM 
Albacore: The California migration in 1971 was comprised of smaller fish 
than in 1970, with 80% I and II year old fish and only 20% Ill's and IV's. 
This caused a drop in the average weight per fish of nearly 2 lbs. 
Anglers aboard party boats had a relatively short season but enjoyed ex­
"1 
cellent fishing this summer. Preliminary figures show that at least 
156,000 albacore were caught. This is 30% higher than the 1970 sportcatch. 
The commercial fishery commenced early in July. Fishing centered initi­ 'I 
ally off the Oregon coast and south of San Oiego. It finally ranged 
from northern British Columbia to Central Baja California. 
Albacore landings in California should be about the same as 1970' s 30 
million pounds. West coast landings including Alaska, Canada, Washington, 
Oregon and California should total about 50 million pounds. 
In setting the 1971 price for albacore, $10 per ton was paid by the 
canners into a research fund. This fund, administered jointly by canners 
and fishermen, was used to subsidize boats to scout for albacore. Four 
fishing boats were chartered toward the end of this season. In addition 
to scouting, they were successful in tagging ~early 1,000 albacore. 
Bluefin tuna: Preliminary analysis indicates that the 1971 migration 
was comprised of 60% 1 year olds, 39% age 2, and 1% age 3. By compari­
son, the 1970 bluefin tuna migration was comprised of 27% 1 year old 
fish, 62% age 2, and 11% age 3. Indications are that over 90% of the 
bluefin tuna caught by the commercial fleet since 1963 were 1 and 2 year 
old fish; thus, sport and commercial fishermen depend heav~ly on only 
two age groups. 
Partyboat fishermen decked approximately 725 bluefin tuna. This is be­
low average for the past five years. 
This year the bluefin tuna migration arrived on the fishing grounds 
during the latter part of May, about normal for an average year. During 
the 1971 fishing season the commercial catch approximated 8,000 tons. 
This is the fifth season in a row during which the catch fell 25% or 
more below the 11,000 ton average for the years 1957 to 1966. The main 
fishery began in May in Baja California: the majority of the bluefin 
were caught off of Baja California from Cedros Island to Cape San Lazaro. 
Bonito: Data collected in 1971 indicate that the fishery consisted of 
less than 0.1% two year old fish, approximately 2"9% three year old fish i,
and 71% four year olds and older, which differs radically from the age 1i
I,distribution of the catch last year. LII 
11One thousand forty seven bonito were tagged and released between Guada­ Ii'Ilupe Island and Redondo Beach. This brings the total number of bonito jl
Iitagged since 1968 to 1932. The recovery rate is 6.6% with 523 tags re- 1i j!turned to date. Three" very significant tag recoveries were made in
 
1971. One fish was recaptured that had been at liberty for 849 days ,I;
 
since being tagged. This fish showed no net movement from the area of
 
Ii
I 
I 
11 
II
'Ii 
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release (Redondo Beach). This is the first tag recovered that has been 
out longer than one year. The other two recoveries were made in one set 
off of the Coronados Islands by a purse seiner in August. One fish had 
been tagged and released near Cedros Island, Baja California in October 
1970 and the other fish had been released at Redondo Beach in August 1970. 
The total estimated catch of bonito through October was 146,320 fish. 
This total is down 74% from 1970. 
A total of over 8500 tons of bonito was landed at canneries on Terminal 
Island and in San Diego in 1971 compared with 3000 tons landed in 1970. 
Approximately 55% of the fish were taken off of Baja California and 45% 
of the total was taken in waters off of southern California compared 
with a distribution of 10% caught off of Baja California and 90% off of 
southern California 1970. August and September were peak months in 
landings as in previous years. 
Billfishes: As in 1970 the striped marlin sportcatch was below normal, 
with a maximum of 400 fish weighed on southern California official club 
scales. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration's warning that marlin 
might suffer from excessive mercury contamination did not appear to 
affect the harvest. 
The Department initiated a limited research program to study this mercury 
contamination problem when the first striped marlin was landed on 
August 7. During the season about 40 samples were obtained. These are 
undergoing analysis at the present time. 
The swordfish sportcatch soared to a new record high this year. The 
exact total has not been determined, but it will be over 30. Previously, 
the record was 17 fish caught on rod and reel in 1969. Two' factors 
seemed to account for the season's success. There was more concerted 
effort by a growing corps of anglers dedicated to seeking this deep sea 
behemoth coupled with a third, consecutive year of unusual swordfish 
abundance. 
Had it not been for the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's seizures of 
large quantities of last year's swordfish catch and their public warnings 
not to eat savory swordfish steaks early this year, 1971 probably would 
have provided the commercial fishery with another year of banner landings. 
Again, it was the reported high-incidence rate of mercury contamination 
that brought the unfortunate turn of events. Our landing records to date 
indicate that California fishermen sold about 55 tons of swordfish com­
pared to nearly 500 tons in each of the previous 2 years. 
Undoubtedly, our figure does not represent the true harvest this year 
because the indust~, was driven to a very relaxed accounting for this 
commodity. As the season neared an end there appeared to be hope for a 
legitimate industry to continue next year. This was due to an apparent 
lowering in the excessive contamination rate and an approved system of 
accounting for mercury test results. 
Ten more swordfish were free-tagged during 1971, bringing the total to 
over 20. One fish was recaptured only one hour after it had been tagged. 
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Yellowtail. Barracuda. White seabass: A minimal research project was de­
signed and initiated this year. for each of the three species. Consider­
able information was compiled. in preparation for a preliminary analysis. 
Manuscripts and Publications: 
Clemens. Harold B. The California albacore migration. (ms in preparation). 
Craig. William L. Status of the 1971 California albacore fishery. Annual 
Report Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission. (in press) 
Murphy. Richard C. 1971. The structure of the pineal organ of bluefin 
tuna. Thunnus thynnus. J. Morph. v. 133. no. 1. p 1-16. 
Smith. Albert C•• and Harold B. Clemens. A population study using nuclear 
eye lens proteins of bluefin tuna. (ms) • 
Scientific Conferences: Several papers were prepared and presented at the 
22nd Pacific Tuna Conference. 
Hooker. Charles H. 1971. A resume of the California albacore fishery. 
Phelan. James E. 1971. A resume of the California bluefin tuna fishery. 
Craig. William L. 1971. The California swordfish fishery. 
Cruise Reports: 
Collins. Robson A. 1971. Pacific bonito research cruise. Cruise Report 
7lKB8. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game. Mar. Res. Region. 
Thayer. Brian D. 1971. Pacific bonito research cruise. Cruise Report 
7lKB10. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game. Mar. Res. Region. 
1971. Pacific bonito research cruise. Cruise Report 7lKB13. Calif. 
Dept. Fish and Game; Mar. Res. Region. 
Phelan. James E. 1971. Pacific bonito research cruise. Cruise Report 
7lKB16. Calif. Dept. Fish and Game. Mar. Res. Region. 
PARTYBOAT 
Through October. the California partyboat fleet reported 680.000 anglers 
landed 4.2 million fish. a loss of 16 percent in catch and effort com­
pared to 1970 figures for the same period. Barracuda, bonito. and yellow­
tail fai.led. by a wide margin. to measure up to 1970 catches. Acombina­
tion of cold water. new and stringent angling regulations. and better com­
pliance with the regulations appears to have had a bearing on angler 
participation and success. 
Salmon catches were well above average. although success fell off during 
the latter part of the season. Kelp and sand bass were the only bright 
spots in the southern California fishery. showing a slight increase for 
this year. 
I
 
'I 
I 
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Marine biologists tagged 1323 sand and spotted sand bass. Of this total, 
1176 \-lere released off the central Baja California coast t and 147 in 
Newport Bay. Seventy-two bass were recovered t and of these, 24 were at 
liberty a minimum of 387, and a maximum of 1069 days. Growth rates again 
appeared to be low for these important game fishes, ru~ning 1 to 2 inches 
per year. Migrations are infrequent, and of short range. 
Three giant sea bass, 17 to 25-inch fish t were tagged early in the year, 
one was recovered within 3 months. 
Legislation designed to restore the California halibut fishery to an 
important economic level has been obtained. Regulations governing com­
mercial trawling gear should largely eliminate the taking of halibut 
below four pounds weight. Sportsmen t it will be recalled, cannot possess 
halibut less than 22-inches (four pounds). 
The major portion of a fine new wetfish laboratory has been installed at 
Long Beach headquarters. The new laboratory will permit the handling of 
workloads never attainable with previous facilities. 
Central California Marine Sportfish Survey(DJ F25R4): Sportfish sampling 
was conducted from Santa Cruz to Morro Bay. Species composition of the 
partyboat catch was determined t and catch-per-hour t species composition t 
and length composition of blue rockfish and lingcod was determined for the 
skiff catch. 
Effects of experimental kelp canopy removal of Macrocystis in the kelp bed 
off Hopkins Marine Station were determined. Seasonal growth rates of 
kelp fronds and changes in holdfast growth of cut and uncut plants were 
measured. 
Lingcod growth rates were determined using otoliths and a von Bertalanffy 
curve was developed. 
Analysis and writeup of the 4-year project neared completion. 
INSHORE FISHERIES HABITAT EVALUATION AND MONITORING 
Baseline ecological surveys were conducted at San Clemente Island t Horse­
shoe Kelpt and Paradise Cove. 
Contract ecological studies for Regional Water Quality Control Boards were 
completed at Pt. Loma t Anaheim BaYt Sunset Beach t and Santa Ana P~ver. 
Contract ecological studies were initiated for Regional Water Quality 
Control Boards in Monterey Bay, Carmel Bay, off Santa Barbara, and Hunting­
ton Beach. 
Project personnel participated in ecological surveys after the San Fran­
cisco Bay oil spill and the southern California oil spill. 
One-day ecological surveys were conducted in proposed dredge or fill areas 
for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers off San Francisco and at Port Hueneme. 
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Project personnel participated in several cooperative cruises to survey
 
shallow water reef fishes with the Los Angeles County Museum, aboard the
 
Janss Foundation research vessel SEARCHER.
 
We assisted in fish collections at Diablo Canyon, site of a Pacific Gas
 
and Electric Nuclear Power Plant.
 
Several new diving and survey techniques were initiated, including the
 
use of surface air supply gear, including communications. This gear
 
is necessary to protect the diver when working in contaminated water
 
around sewage outfalls. The gear has speeded up our survey operations
 
and we believe J led to safer operations.
 
The project began working tow~rd standardizing and improving survey tech­

niques to improve our ability to detect changes in the environment; one
 
step involves shifting our emphasis from collecting purely qualitative
 
observation to the collecting of quantitative data that can be more use­

ful in detecting changes.
 
Publications: 
Gotshall J Daniel W. 1971. A survey of intertidal and subtidal environment 
off Seal and Sunset Beach prior to, during and after beach fill opera­
tions. Marine Resources Region Reference No. 71-10, 35 p. (multilithed) • 
• 
Odenweller, Dan B. 1971. A survey of the marine environment near the
 
Orange County Sanitation District's ocean outfall. Marine Resources
 
Region Reference No. 71-9, 18 p. (multilithed).
 
Strachan, Alec R. 1971. The marine environment offshore of San Elijo
 
Lagoon (a post-construction submarine outfall area) and the San
 
Dieguito River mouth (a pre-construction submarine outfall area).
 
Marine Resources Region Reference No. 7l-l J 107 p. (multilithed).
 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL STUDIES OF COASTAL SPORTFISHES 
'All of'the stations at our permanent study area off Palos Verdes Point 
were occupied during each quarter of the year in 1971. A continuation 
of this year's trend in data collection hopefully will give us a picture 
of the "normal" seasonal fluctuations of the biota in the area. Once 
established this baseline may be helpful in assessing the impact of en­
vironmental changes in this as well as related nearby areas. 
A revision of the Inshore Fishes booklet was near completion at year's
 
end and will be submitted for republication shortly.
 
Life history data were collected from 305 sheephead in an effort to
 
better understand this species. Aging these fish has proven difficult,
 
but some knowledge has been gained about their diet. Expansion of the
 
program is planned.
 
A considerable rumount has been learned in the last year about the geo­

graphy and biota of "Horseshoe Kelp," a popular sport fishing area
 
located about three miles south of Los Angeles Harbor. Extensive areas
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of low relief shale covered with tree kelp, Pterygophora sp., have been 
observed. Nearby are vast areas of relatively barren sand, and also vast 
areas of sand occupied by literally millions of ophiuroids(brittle stars). 
Most recently, a rocky area with up to fifteen feet relief was observed. 
Of the many sport species in the area the following were most common: 
1) Black perch (Embiotoca jacksoni}3 2) kelp bass (Papalabrax clathratus}3 
3) ocean whitefish (Caulolatilus princepsJ 3 4) pile perch (Rhacochilus 
vacca} 3 5) several species of rockfishes (Sebastes ssp) and 6) California 
scorpionfish {Scor-paena guttata}. Also, found concentrated in a few scat­
tered areas were large, old red abalone {Haliotis rufescens}. This area 
is of current interest partly because it is being considered as a possible 
site for a future intercontinental airport. 
John Duffy was elected to and worked with the Diving Safety Board. Duffy
 
and Jack Ames were appointed Research Associates in Ichthyology at the Los
 
Angeles County Museum of Natural History.
 
During 1971 we cooperated with and assisted the following institutions or
 
projects:
 
1) Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History,
 
2) Inshore Fisheries Habitat Evaluation and Monitoring Project,
 
3) Abalone Study,
 
4) Diablo Canyon Study,
 
5) Shellfish Laboratory,
 
6) Marine Patrol, and others.
 
Publications:
 
Ames, Jack and Dan Gotshall. 1971. Greater Los Angeles Council of Divers 
Spearfishing Meet-Leo Carillo State Park, Los Angeles County, March 
28~ 1971. MRR Reference No. 71-4. 
, John Duffy and Bob Hardy. 1971. Greater Los Angeles Council of 
--~ Divers Spearfishing Meet, Leo Carillo State Park, Los Angeles County, 
May 9, 1971. MRR Reference No. 71-5. 
Duffy, John, Jack Ames and Bob Hardy. 1971. Greater Los Angeles Council 
of Divers Spearfishing Meet, Paradise Cove, Los Angeles County. May 
23, 1971. MRR Reference No. 71-6. 
POINT ARENA ECOLOGICAL SURVEYS 
The contract between Pacific Gas and Electric Comp'any and California 
Department of Fish and Game to conduct pre-operational ecological studies 
at Point Arena was signed in July 1971. 
During the last six months of 1971, the project 'vas staffed, equipment 
bought and ordered and a random sampling program for the diving surveys 
'vas designed. 
Preliminary subtidal and intertidal studies got underway in September. 
Twelve subtidal trffi1sects were completed. Nine intertidal ~urveys were 
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also completed. These included. at most stations. fish collections using 
chern-fish collector. At most stations. counts were made of the larger and 
more important species of invertebrates and algae. We hope to derive 
relative abundance estimates of the most important plants and animals in 
the thermal impact area, as well as in the non-affected control areas 
during each major oceanographic period. 
WATER QUALITY 
Southern California: 
Maj or policy changes in Hater Quality Management were adopted during 1971 
at the state level. These include Interinl Water Quality Management Plans 
for all California \vaters; and Temperature policies in coastal and inter­
state waters. bays and estuaries. Work is progressing on a state policy 
for Ha.ter Quality Control General Principal and Provisions for Discharge 
to Ocean Waters. These policies reflect increased public concern for 
pollution. 
Hater quality activities consisted mainly of comments and recommendations
 
to state regulatory agencies regarding waste discharge requirements and
 
policies. Approximately 124 reports were prepared.
 
Northern California:
 
Dennis Wilson was appointed to fill the Water Quality position on
 
October 1, 1971.
 
Public notices, environmental impact statements, and other projects
 
affecting water quality were reviewed. Recommendations were developed
 
for State and Regional Water Quality Control Boards on \vaste discharge
 
requirements, water quality policies, and other water quality matters.
 
Wilson also participated on the site selection con~ittee of the Monterey
 
Basin Pilot Monitoring Program.
 
SPORTFISH ~ KELP HABITAT STUDY (DJ F27R) 
This program was budgeted to begin during early fiscal year 1971-72 and 
was fully staffed 1 September 1971.. Initial efforts of the project were 
directed towards planning, literature revie\v, and the acquisition of 
necessary equipment. In addition, \,le have contacted both governmental 
and private research groups vmo are actively engaged in kelp habitat 
research in southern California and have made arrangements for coopera­
tive research with some of them. 
Field investigations during 1971 were initially concerned with ecological 
surveys. both aerial and sub-surface, of southern California kelp beds 
and associated sport fish populations with emphasis on the Palos Verdes 
Peninsula area, near Los Angeles. Based on our initial surveys of the 
Palos Verdes Peninsula. a site was chosen at Abalone Cove for experimental 
transplants of giant kelp (Macrocystis sp.). 
The first kelp transplant by this program was conducted during December 
1971. . Fifty-one giant kelp plants, ranging in length from 3 inches to 
33 feet vJere transplanted from Pt. Dume in northern Santa Monica Bay to 
Abalone Cove. This transplant is part of a cooperative effort between 
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our project and Dr. Wheeler North of California Institute of Technology. 
Results to date indicate that small plants less than 1 m in length are 
very susceptible to fish grazing whereas larger plants are better able to 
survive the effects of grazing. Tissue growth was noted for all trans­
planted plants and recruitment resulting from spore releases from earlier 
transplants was noted. Project plans call for a continuous transplant 
program aimed at establishing a bed of sufficient biomass to allow re­
cruitment and tissue growth to exceed grazing. 
Urchin control efforts utilizing manual crushing have been very effective 
in controlling urchins within the study area, however, fish grazing has 
proven to be very difficult to control. Presently the use of selective 
gill nets to remove opaleye and senorita is being tried as possible con­
trol measures, until the time when the kelp bed is self sustaining. 
SPECIAL PROJECTS 
A. Southern California 
The major effort of Special Projects in 1971 was devoted to the evalua­
tion of Army Engineers' and other agencies' environmental impact state­
ments and Corps Permits. 
The 1971 Pismo clam census was delayed until January and revealed that 
no recruitment had occurred. Except on an exceptional san bar, it would 
take a clam digger from 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 hours to dig a legal limit of 10 
clams. 
B. Northern California 
Review of public notices, environmental impact statements, and other 
papers regarding public and private works in the inshore marine environ­
ment received the most time in 1971. We worked with the Corps of 
Engineers in developing a study of dredging effects and cooperated with 
other Federal agencies in-evaluating the effects of development within 
bays and estuaries. 
During 1971, the marine resources portion of the Humboldt Bay report was 
nearly completed and work on the Tomales Bay report was begun. 
Special Projects participated in the Department's investigation of the 
oil spill in San Francisco Bay which occurred in January 1971. In 
addition to initial inspection of coastal areas, cruises and periodic 
sampling continued throughout the year. 
Public information activities included prepared talks to school and 
businessmen's groups, and participation in a television special on San 
Francisco Bay water quality. 
MARINE FISHERIES STATISTICS 
Work was completed on a long overdue re-eva1uation of commercial abalone 
conversion weights. A total of 4,866 abalone were individually weighed: 
1,660 reds, 1,564 greens, 1,199 pinks, 303 whites and 140 blacks. The 
I 
! 
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current results revealed that our conversion weights were all low with 
differences in pounds per dozen as follows: reds 7 lbs., greens 8 lbs., 
pinks 1 lb., whites 5 pounds and blacks 7 pounds. 
